
Most Technologically Advanced Pharmacy Switch 
With its cloud-native architecture developed using 
leading-edge tools and techniques, PowerLine consistently 
delivers near-instantaneous millisecond response times, 
ensuring seamless, ultra-responsive operations.

Unmatched Performance and Experience  
Deployed across four+ geographic zones and with multi-
layered security, including 24-7 monitoring and machine 
learning, PowerLine delivers industry-leading 99.99% 
uptime.

Designed for Growth 
PowerLine’s serverless microservices design allows it to 
scale to any required transaction volume automatically, 
with no impact to response time, uptime, or security.

Rapid Activation 
With a state-of-the-art rules engine and modern 
connectivity framework, RedSail can activate pharmacies 
and partners rapidly on the platform.
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Advanced Pharmacy Switch 
and Transaction Solutions

 x HITRUST + SOC2 Type 2 Certified

 x Immutable component design allowing 
platform recreation in minutes if needed

 x Multi-layered security, including  
24/7 monitoring augmented by  
machine learning

 x Extreme scale and performance  
exceeding traditional communications  
by more than 100x

 x Deployment and system updates  
executed with zero disruption to service

 x Deployment across 4+ geographically 
distinct availability zones, ensuring 
geographic and resource diversity for  
total resilience

 x Advanced data warehousing techniques  
to empower customer support

 x Dynamic rules engine to enable  
custom edits

 x With decades of collective industry 
experience, the team provides round-the-
clock monitoring and management, 24/7, 
365 days a year

RedSail Technologies operates PowerLine, a robust pharmacy claims switch with unparalleled scalability in pharmacy data 
transactions. PowerLine’s world-class cloud-native architecture offers a remarkable availability rate of 99.99%, providing 
you with reliable, HIPAA-compliant services. The platform is architected to scale to any required transaction volume while 
maintaining best-in-industry speed and security.

PowerLine’s direct connectivity to pharmacy benefit managers ensures pharmacy management systems and service 
providers can effortlessly manage claims, perform pre- and post-edits, and facilitate direct messaging.

PowerLine is an independent pharmacy switch unaffiliated with distributors or PBMs and is dedicated to providing  
best-in-class service to the network we serve.

redsailtechnologies.com/powerline

Key Benefits Technical Capabilities 
and Performance
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